
S7REAK

What sets S7REAK apart?
Can you pick the colour of the S7REAK? The exciting new card game, 
where winning comes with consecutive card streaks. 

Game Overview
Think you could hit a winning S7REAK? Developed by CLUB 

Gaming Pty Ltd, a wholly owned subsidiary of Crown Resorts 

Ltd and exclusively distributed globally by TCSJOHNHUXLEY, 

S7REAK is the exciting new card game, where the aim is to 

achieve 7 consecutively drawn card of the same colour. 

Suit Up
Players may bet on the Suit Up side-bet prior to the 

commencement of the hand. The Suit Up bet pays according to 

the maximum number of cards dealt of any particular suit within 

the S7REAK cards for that hand. The suits do not need to be 

consecutive, and the Suit Up bet can be placed independently of 

a Red, Black or No S7REAK wager.

How to Play
There are four permissible bets that a player may place: Red, 

Black, No S7REAK and Suit Up. The dealer will deal the first 

card and place it in the S7REAK card box, determining the 

winning colour of the S7REAK for the round. The dealer will 

then continue to draw cards if they are the same colour as the 

S7REAK card colour. The S7REAK will end once a card of the 

opposite colour is drawn or 7 in a row is achieved.

Features & Benefits

Players just pick the colour of the first card, and watch the pay-
out grow with the length of the S7REAK!

Unique Player experience

No competition against the dealer 

Greater player camaraderie- players celebrate together as the 
S7REAK grows!

Suit Up side bet offers higher pay-outs and is an insurance 
against picking the wrong S7REAK colour

S7REAK Black/Red Odds

S7REAK Cards Pay-out

No S7REAK 1:1

1 Push

2 1:1

3 2:1

4 3:1

5 4:1

6 5:1

7 6:1

Pay Tables

Suit Up Odds

Max No. of any Suit Pay-out

No S7REAK 1:1

2 Push

3 3:1

4 5:1

5 10:1

6 25:1

7 100:1
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